All-State Show
To Raise Funds
For Silver Bay

The Student Christian movement at State College will present a special event on June 15 to raise funds for Silver Bay, a camping facility for college students. The event will feature a series of performances and activities that will entertain visitors and contribute to the goal of collecting $10,000 for this worthy cause. Attendees are encouraged to bring a donation of any amount to support these efforts.

Media Theatre Program
Will Include Own Amateurs

The media theatre program at State College, directed by Dr. A. R. Brubacher, is planning a special event for the coming year. This year's production will feature the talents of both students and faculty members, as well as some local amateur performers. The program will be announced soon, and interested individuals are encouraged to sign up for the chance to participate.

Tension of Exams
Y.W.C.A., Chapel Will Help

During the tension of exams, the Y.W.C.A. and Chapel on Washington avenue will continue their efforts to provide support and encouragement to students. This includes offering study breaks, counseling services, and other resources to help alleviate stress.

Other news highlights include:
- The appointment of Dr. Harold Bliss as the new president of the college.
- The creation of a new faculty position in English.
- The establishment of a ROTC program on campus.
- The opening of the new science building.
- The completion of the new athletic facilities.

State College News
 Memories — Suggestions

COMMENTATOR

We have heard a lot about handshaking. What will those reactions be?

After a week of school news, we are prepared for the majority of the papers.

Personal Viewpoints

Statesman

Join the Junior Men's, Drama, and Junior Women's clubs, now that all of the fall classes are over. The Junior Men's club meets every Tuesday night at 8 p.m. at the Majestic. The Junior Women's club meets every Wednesday night at 8 p.m. at the Majestic. The Drama club meets every Thursday night at 8 p.m. at the Majestic.

Club Announcements

Senior Leaders For Coming Year

State Students Farm

State Students Farm (The official class organ) is the first in the class of '41. It will be under the direction of William Doane, '41, editor-in-chief; William Milam, '41, business manager; and William Brophy, '41, art editor. The State Students Farm will be published weekly during the fall semester and bi-weekly during the winter semester.

An Interest in the State Students Farm will be organized during the fall semester. The officers of the organization will be determined by a vote of the members. The organization will hold a meeting each week during the fall semester and bi-weekly during the winter semester.
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Two Swing Orchestras

Two Swing Orchestras have been organized at State college this year. They will be under the direction of Bill McCracken, '40, pianist; and Bill Miller, the drums, while
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State Nine Drops Shut-out
To Strong Hartwick Team

Sixth, Seventh Losing Nine
By Hartwick Nine
Thirteen Runs

By John O'Brien

A score of 13 runs
was recorded in a game
played at the Practi-
college field.

The game was
begun by the
Hartwick team
which dropped
in the six innings.

The record was
broken by the
State University of
New York.
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which scored 13
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innings.
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Revision of Rivalry Regulations
To Result in Rip-roaring Races

When next year's freshman, the class of 1942, take the place of the Class of 1939, they will be proud of a well-devised system of rivalry known as the "tug of war". This has been gaining in popularity each year and was the subject of a recent amendment to the rules of the Student Association.

Under the new scheme members of one class will be divided into teams of twenty-five men. Each team will be divided into two classes and the team will consist of ten members from each class. These teams will be pitted against each other in a tug of war against the other team in sister class. The team whose members pull the rubber band closer to the goal will be declared the winner. If the band is pulled completely across the goal line, the entire class will be declared the winner.

In athletic contests many new ingredients a cigarette can have.

It's because Chesterfields are pure cigarette paper — bar none. More smokers every day claim, "Chesterfield's my brand because they give me more — and I mean more. — at the —

Chesterfield's brand new ads and packages are going out the window. Chesterfield's are made of mild ripe tobacco and pure cigarette paper — the finest ingredients a cigarette can have. Chesterfield's mean more... and I mean more. — at the —

Chesterfield's mean more... and I mean more.
Scramble University of Iowa Pi Kappa Alpha pledges were routed out in their pajamas when upperclassmen staged a special fire drill.

"March winds bring April showers" has been such a regular thing for University of Southern California students lately that Delta Gamma's Barbara Ross and Pi Beta Phi's Rosemary Livingston have adopted Singing in the Rain as their own private theme song and the umbrella as their mascot.

Congress heard their plea for aid for needy students. 2,000 youthful U. S. citizens from the ranks of labor and collegiate organizations marched on Washington last month to urge Congress to pass the $500,000,000 American Youth Act. Above is part of the procession that marched down Constitution Avenue, while at the right is a portion of the crowd that jammed a hearing on the act conducted by the senate education and labor committee.
Why do we need to understand this document's content? I'm trying to read it naturally.
Students win a strike

Demonstration

Led by a modern fife and drum corps, National Farm College students march on their campus to demand the ouster of a dean they called "uneducational and without respect for the students or faculty."

Leader of Ohio's famous Alpha Kappa Gamma chapter, Evelyn Walsh, whom many consider the world's most beautiful woman, was on hand to observe the protest.

Keynoter

Dennis McIlroy, one of the famed journalists, and a University of Chicago graduate student, opened the Political Union meeting with a stirring keynote address.

Oarswomen

After training hard for three annual races with the Cambridge University (England) women's crew, these Oxford University co-ed rowers were doomed to disappointment, for their annual rivals could not muster a crew.
"Big time" apparatus for college news training

Rewriting...a story as it comes over the telephone, a Syracuse University journalism student gets a taste of the real thing as she takes a hot news story from a reporter talking at the other end of the newly-installed phone system.

Movies Go Collegiate

With Professor, Beware! and College Swing now being finished by the cinema collegians of the Paramount Studios, moviegoers of the nation will soon be seeing some new versions of college life.

They'll see Harold Lloyd and Phyllis Welch (right) in Professor, Beware!, a story that's something about a professor who goes searching for relics.

Jackie Cooper, Betty Grable and Skinnay Ennis (below) are among the stars now getting a rest after their stint in College Swing.

Just what it's all about, we can't say, but it has in its cast such eminent "collegians" as George Burns and Gracie Allen, Martha Raye, Florence George and Edward Everett Horton.

Speed King

Howie "Wrecker" Welch, Cornell University distance runner, is shown at the finish of his record-breaking two-mile run of 9:32.4.

Cornell now holds two-mile record
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A photographer named her "most beautiful"

A photographer named her "most beautiful"

Tops in the crowd in Northwestern University's 1938 Waa Mu show, Of Thee I Sing, was Joy Hawley Denton, Kappa Kappa Gamma, according to Photographer Paul Stone, who took the above picture to prove his point.

PRINCE ALBERT WAS A "FIND" FOR ME. Extra-Mildness and a Mellow, Cool, Slow-Burning Smoke Every Time! PRINCE ALBERT"...
Classes in Caves

...is just one of the many unusual features of the Resistance University established in Yen'an, North Shensi Province, China. Here's the "dean" of the new school, Gen. Lo Jou-Ching, former commander of the Chinese red army, standing in front of the university's general office. The institution is housed in 170 mountain caves.

![Image of students in a field]
Installation ceremonies are colorful... chapter to be installed
Mortar Board, honor society, is that at the University of New Hampshire.
Photo shows the recent ceremonies.

One of Oberlin's ace dramatists
Actress Lisa Ellen Schobe, Oberlin College sophomore, recently played a major role in the Dramatic Association's presentation of "Alien Corn."

She's studying up on her politics
GOP— bigger, stronger for the 1940 election, are organizing Young Republican clubs, or reorganizing others, in many colleges and universities. Peggy Anne Landon, daughter of Candidate Alf Landon, has just been elected vice-president of the University of Kansas chapter.

Now Seabrook, a Phi Gam, is engaged in studying that species of torture known to college students as thinking. He took two degrees at three colleges without, he says, acquiring a single original idea. Lastly he has been returning briefly to college classrooms to find out whether college students are having any better luck. You will shortly see reports on his quest in magazines and a book.

NOW ON THE AIR

EDDIE CANTOR
America's great fun-maker and personality
—every Monday night at 7:30 pm E.S.T.,
6:30 pm C.S.T., 8:30 pm M.S.T., and 7:30 pm P.S.T., over Columbia Network.

BENNY GOODMAN
THE "KING OF SWING"
Hear the great Goodman Swing Band "go to town."
Every Tuesday night at this new time—9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T., over Columbia Network.

Radio Goes to College
80 per cent of all American colleges and universities have radio programs.

ALL BROUGHT TO YOU BY
THE MAKERS OF
CAMELS
Here's a new extra-curricular activity for collegians. Students in the Ohio State University poultry department turned auctioneers for a day recently when they sold poultry during Farmer's Week. Harold Glenn Koker and Sidney Drake were doing the spilling when the photographer appeared on the scene.

Auction

Johnny LaRowe, University of Virginia ring mentor, does most of his coaching from a chair, but frequently he puts on the gloves and gives a slow motion demonstration like this one with Al York, his assistant. LaRowe gained most of his experience in the Marine Corps, from which he was discharged 45 years ago because of a "hopelessly" bad heart.

71-year-old boxing coach can still show them how.

Punch

71-year-old boxing coach can still show them how.

Smiles

All of these Indiana University co-eds have good Reason to smile, for they've been judged the most beautiful in the Hoosier institution. Yvonne Del故意 (second from left), last year's campus queen, was again voted chief co-ed.

Magic

Paul Schwen doesn't fool when he goes about proving the effectiveness of his magic. He also hypnotizes his helper to prove that he's really versatile. The Drake University student is shown drawing cloth from the mouth of a fellow-student he has hypnotized and placed between two chairs.
The World's Fair licenses started something.

A J C. Frederick Kellogg, Cornell University senior, got a scare when he blotted out World's Fair advertising on his new license plate and replaced it with a hotel sign.

Women made the dates at this party.

Dr. and Mrs. S. G. Bolton of Skidmore College are shown in a touching scene from Faculty Flickers for the Foundlings, a recent benefit performance for the 28 freshmen who lost their possessions when their dormitory burned.

Pears...from abalone shells are proving lucrative for LaPlace Bostwick of the Scripps University of Oceanography, who devised a method to grow the gems in much the same manner cultured pearls are obtained from oysters.

Volunteers!

Only three students are not firefighters. They're just out for some fun with the apparatus education. Three students 18 years ago used to fight campus blazes. Today the building is used as a gardener's shed.

Movie...guests of the nation will soon see this scene on the silver screen. It's a group of University of Miami dancers playing for an art class.
Victory over Washir, to University in basketball brought Grinnell College students to the home of Pres. J. S. Nollen (center), who finally granted demands for a holiday in which to celebrate.

Archers ... in a modern setting are these two Colorado Woman's College experts caught in an unposed angle by an enterprising cameraman. They're practicing for a show in the college soon.

Rules for Gum chewers
Marquette University's Dean of Women Mabel Mannix maintains that gum chewing should be as inconspicuous as possible, recommends it only for athletic contests and study halls. She arranged this classroom scene to dramatize her point. Her assistants, Frances McGrath and Jean Savage are the models.

Candidates for the freshman queen role at Syracuse University are these four of a group of 20 from which Broadway's Walter Winchell will pick the winner.

A Twist on the Playbill
Often, there is the double-barreled name of the stablewoman and the jockey, as happens here. They have been known to come to the races with the same clothes on. Here is one particularly interesting face. It is 'Skad Matt.'

Tongue-in-cheek Tomfoolery
Neely's show, Vanderbilt University's Out Club, amusingly suggests the occasions they're just been blessed with by the campus because of Lord Snowdon's highness. They'll now get to see some real haut-toned superstars.
Batter Up! These nine Villanova Col­lege diamonds were crowned last week as the May Day festivities at her alma ma­ters. Mary Page and her roommates were very proud of their success.

Kentucky Starlet Now Movie Moonshining

An organization very much in the market for bright shining cinema stars is Darryl F. Zanuck's 20th Century-Fox. Having found Marjorie Weaver of the University of Ken­tucky campus, this company is now dipping into its coffers to get you and me to know her better. The alums of Kappa Kappa Gamma at Kentucky already know her well. It is one of those stories. A fan magazine was offering a dance scholarship to the prettiest face in the country. Judy Parks, her Kappa roommate, sent in Marjorie's picture. That was practically all there was to it. Zanuck's boys were around soon after winner Miss Weaver arrived in New York to claim the prize. So you'll see her dancing in Kentucky Starlet Now Movie Moonshine. And just to make you believe more in her Kentucky loyalty, she's shown below reading her alma mater's newest picture bulletin while resting between takes on Wide-W 3
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Nineteenth century costumes for a nineteenth century art exhibit

In keeping with this costume feature, but not with its dance motif, is this photo of College of William and Mary students entering the exhibit hall. They're being given temperance handbills to add a touch of antiquity to the occasion.

Here's how decorated domes looked on dance floor

"Miss Vanderbilt" Miriam McGaw was dancing with John Donald, another Owl Club initiate (See Page 1), when our photographer attended the Vanderbilt University Washington Ball.

Crowning event at the university was the coronation of the queen, Henry Kleen. Alice Knecht Greene of the University of Rochester junior prom.

Shave to Shag

...the complete pleasure and enjoyment story of a college going to a dance held in this special event at the University of Rochester, student body in attendance, prize for the "tallest" female, "red hot" for the "blackest" male.

Visitor must then be whisked. A beauty problem comes. At last, they're all ready. Paper exchanged for punch bowl. At last the dance.
In tests made at De-Pauw University by Psychologist Paul G. Fay and Physical Education Instructor L. L. Messer-smith, it has been found, that basketball players travel almost twice as far under the new rules as they did in the past. A metal "follower" attached to recording instruments, is moved on a miniature court to correspond to the movements of each player. In four games tested it was found each man averaged four miles, as compared to 2 1/2 miles under old rules.

These 7,000 "subscribers" listen, not read.

Just a凭orl on the vast audience who saw and heard the Rollins College Animated Magazine "come to life" as a Founders' Week program. It was the eleventh issue of the "only magazine in the world that comes alive."
Get Cold Feet?

First, the amount of oxygen required to develop energy for the body's work is measured. They have found that the higher the temperature, the greater is an individual's oxygen requirement. Most persons consume 60 to 100 gallons of oxygen every 24 hours.

A "bloodly red and ghastly white" banner is their flag. "Join now, you'll never live to regret it," is the battle cry of the "Institute of International Ill-Will," founded by four Emory University undergraduates to satirize the war promoters. They are shown as they stormed the Emory campus to harangue fellow-students to join the movement.

"Spill, Spill! Light a lighten. You be Harvard!" Shouts they to win for Harvard in a mile relay. Gardiner Milburn of Yale doubles a stride from the track.

I GET COLD FEET JUST BEFORE EXAMS?

The "cardiac output" test determines the amount of blood pumped by the heart per minute.

Lampooners of the "Institute of International Ill-Will," founded by four Emory University undergraduates to satirize the war promoters. They are shown as they stormed the Emory campus to harangue fellow-students to join the movement.

Spill! Spill! Light a lighten. You be Harvard!" Shouts they to win for Harvard in a mile relay. Gardiner Milburn of Yale doubles a stride from the track.

Examination time is coming time. Bracer. A University of Iowa co-ed studying law for her next quarter and answer season, takes time out for refreshing drink of cold water. See additional exam season pictures on page 7.

Informal... and in waiting are the class sessions under Mr. Hedges College's normal routine plan of study for exceptional students. Class meetings are supplied by the above water with Prof. E. D. Haskins.
Chief Snow-m-the-Head reigned briefly over winter activities on the Purdue University campus.

Long cap-feathers made their bow at the Wellesley College ice carnival. These skaters are getting ready for a turn about the meadow ice rink.

WHAT M. C. COBEN SAID TO HAROLD SNEAD, CHIEF PILOT OF TWA

"Do you find Camels really different from other cigarettes?"

"You've got to take care of yourself in this line of work. Ragged nerves are out. I smoke—all I want. Camels don't get on my nerves."

ON HIS SECOND MILLION MILES! Harold Snead has been flying since the "night mail" days. He knows what he's talking about when he says: "You're got to take care of your nerves."

ON DOUBLE-FEATURE CAMEL CARAVAN

Camels are a matchless blend of flavor, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO - Turkish and Domestic

"Camels agree with me!" he says. And millions of other smokers agree with Pilot Snead, vowing Camels the largest-selling cigarette in America

Camels agree with me!" he says. And millions of other smokers agree with Pilot Snead, vowing Camels the largest-selling cigarette in America

ON DUTY, Isabelle is a perfect hostess! "I notice most of the passengers on the TWA run prefer Camels," she says. "When conversation turns to cigarettes, someone always exclaims that Camel is the cigarette that is different. The comment I often hear is, 'Camels agree with me.'"

ONE SMOKER TELLS ANOTHER

"Camels agree with me!"

Battling basketeers of the West Coast

Hank Lusetti (on floor), star Stanford forward, received a head injury in this mixup in the game with the University of Southern California. Lusetti, however, scored 28 points to help his team to a 64 to 54 victory.

Rough Stuff

First Lady on the University of Wisconsin campus this year is sophomore Janet Pick, co-ed queen of the annual junior prom. She is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma.

A young collegian wins from former golf pro

Herman Maples (left), young Davidson College student, receives a trophy from Guy Pierce of Philadelphia for winning the mid-winter golf championship at Pinehurst, N. C. In the finals he defeated R. E. Harlow (right).

His physics glossary defines 3,250 terms

Dr. LeRoy D. Weld, physics department head at Coe College, has just finished a glossary of physics terms, the first volume of its kind in English, which lists and defines 3,250 terms.

Prize

Honor relay winners

M. Clifford Townsend, president of the Illinois Normal College "I" club had to wear all of his clothes on backwards during the pre-initation period.
Oldest and youngest chiefs of West Point

Greetings

Big, Gen. Samuel B. Tilman, retired, oldest living former superintendent of the U.S. Military Academy, chats with Brig. Gen. Jay L. Bendick, the youngest superintendent. The latter took over command on Feb. 1.

Winner... of the summer scholarship to the Broadloaf School of English awarded by a national magazine, Bette Hurwich, University of Chicago sophomore, claims her prize essay was written by coolly calculating what type of composition would win. She's a columnist for the Daily Marquette.

Bare feet are best substitute for galoshes—in Hawaii

Storm Wear. When it rains in Honolulu, it really pours. Co-eds at the University of Hawaii solve the problem of wet shoes by not wearing any. Here's Mildred Liu making her way to class in her bare feet during a recent downpour.

Coffee Hour comes at midnight, when coffee is used to drown the first signs of fatigue and brightens up weary eyes for another hour or two.

First

As we director said it's a sign

Carl B. DeMille, Hollywood director, selected Miss Josephine Russell, first-year student in the维护学院, as the most beautiful of more than 100 students. She's a major in journalism.

Presidents Roosevelt accepted their invitations from the University of Virginia, late to the fire where education and teaching methods are just names in the catalogue.

Inviters

President Roosevelt accepted their invitations from the University of Virginia, late to the fire where education and teaching methods are just names in the catalogue.

One of Catholic Digest's 50 Highest Scoring Educational Institutions in the Nation

PARK ALBERT

For 40 years Prince Albert has been the Count on every pipe. Sandpaper filter makes it smokeable without a pipe stem. 2 for 25c.

After the Third Night of cramming, midnight found this young examiner already in the land of education and teaching methods are just names in the catalogue.

A light in the land of education and teaching methods are just names in the catalogue.
Hot music from sweet swingsters

A portion of the Drake University band gathers around Bandmaster-Pianist Gordon Bird for a bit of jamming after a regular rehearsal session.

They're watching the game attentively

A group of DePauw University students sit quietly as they watch every move in a recent intramural sports event. They were caught by the equally attentive camera of student Fred Amft.

Attention

Miss Elizabeth Bruskin of Brooklyn College (foreground) has just escaped a thrust from Maria Cerra of Hunter College. The latter won the match in the intercollegiate tournament. It's one of nature's winningest coaches.

Leader

Coach Herbert W. Read of Western State Teachers College, Kalamazoo, Mich., devises another play to add to the repertoire of the basketball players who have not given him a losing team in 16 years. He's also chairman of the rules committee of the National Basketball Coaches Association.

Winter Contrast

In the north Princeton and Boston University hockey squads were battling on cold ice (above) in a slashing, sliding push battle, while Rollins College's co-ed crew rowed daily (below) on Lake Maitland, one of a chain of lakes adjacent to the Florida college's campus.

Candle march protests poor lighting

200 Marchers paraded through the University of California at Los Angeles library carrying candles to dramatize their demands for a more adequate lighting system for the building. They are seen here as they stopped to aid a studious co-ed, who seems to be enjoying it all immensely.
First All-American Dance Band

When the All-American season was at its peak and football fans were lying awake nights worrying about the standings of their favorite grid-greats, our special New York correspondent for things musical caught the fever and on this page we have the result—the world’s first All-American Dance Band. Composed only of orchestra leaders who attended college and play instruments, it is a band that would please swingsters and waltzers alike.

Of course we would include in this band a number of other musical aces, but space limitations prevented our presenting their photographs.

SANFORDIST HAL KEMP (North Carolina ’28) organized his band while in college, got his start by winning a vaudeville impressario’s intercollegiate band contest.

BUNNY BERGAIN (Wisconsin) left the university to join Hal Kemp. He now plays one of the most vociferous drums in the band.

BOBBY NELSON (Wisconsin ’21) also organized a band while in college.

DRUMMER GEORGE OLSEN studied law at the University of Michigan. He led the college band and was the first drum major to twirl a baton and throw it over the goal posts.

JOHNNY GREEN (Harvard ’28) composed songs and songs while a undergraduate; studied music to almost complete exclusion of other courses.

LUD GLUSKIN (Yale ’29) played drums in the football band, switched to piano when he organized his band.

THESE THREE VIOLINS add rhythm and melodic to our All-American Band. First Van Soden (left) attended North Carolina and Alabama Poly, while Al Donahan (right) studied law at Boston University.

SAXOPHONIST HAL KEMP (North Carolina ’28) organized his band while in college, got his start by winning a vaudeville impressario’s intercollegiate band contest.
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Of course we would include in this band a number of other musical aces, but space limitations prevented our presenting their photographs.
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First in our candid camera news review is this packed-with-action photo of an interpretation of shining the big apple by Goldie Brickhorne and Bundy Fekete as they introduced the Big Apple at a University of Iowa student night club.

Time out finds actress Helen Hayes, former stage star and now head of the Stephen College drama department, giving pleasant pointers to Melody Hefrenor and Virginia Brunn.

The tenseness of reading a dramatic line is effectively recorded in this off-the-record photo of Joseph Gartsido, Washburn College English instructor, giving a poetic reading for a student dance recital.

Herbert Block was on hand to catch this scene from The Changer Takes a Walk, a production of the Syracuse University Tambourine and Bones Club presented at the opening of the campus "dry" night club.

Ferry travel gives time for study and discussion for these students of Hunter, St. John's and N. Y. U. students who must cross from their homes in Staten Island to New York City every day.

Rehearsal is almost over and Melvin LeMon, director of the Bucknell University band, looks as if he's finishing a most strenuous session of baton twirling.

Students dramatic productions always bring out camera fans.
Mechanical Graph

Here's new device for face-and-figure lectures.

A Duke University's Dr. H. F. Brandt gives a demonstration of how to use his new-invented mechanical blackboard graph. The device can be adapted to any graphical presentation, with the circle at the right being used for pie graphs.

Training America's Dentists

Just how modern U. S. dentists learn the practices and procedures that make them important and indispensable members of our communities is told in this chapter.

Model jaws

... are used by some students to learn the intricacies of dental procedures. This is Dr. Anna Gurney, a German graduate dentist who is learning U. S. methods so she can obtain a license to practice here.

Sophomore dentists are models ... to learn the technique they will apply on patients at the clinic in their junior and senior years. They use ordinary dentist's tools and instruments.

"The mouth of the victim's nightmare"

... might be the title for this picture of the University of Iowa's dental clinic, in whose 190 chairs sit the laboratory projects of approximately 100 junior and senior dental students.

This College

They'll star in a lively, ghostly production

Post Box Romance

They all work on the Iowa Dental School's new-invented mechanical blackboard graph. The device can be adapted to any graphical presentation, with the circle at the right being used for pie graphs.
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Perfect Goal

The camera flashed and clicked just as the speeding ball slid past the goalie's arm in a water polo game played between two teams of the Ohio University swimming team. Their coach, Raymond Paul, is now working to have the game approved by the officials of the Eastern Athletic Association for intercollegiate competition.

Novelty

Gene Loaring-Clark, University of Chattanooga, models her latest hat creation. Ingredients: one white lampshade, one bathtub plug chain, one shoe lace, two paper clips and an artificial bouquet.

His dinner jacket won costume prize

Leon P. Smith, Jr., assistant dean of students, University of Chicago, is known for his friendly relations with the student body. He came to a recent Chapel Union barn dance in dinner clothes, was awarded a prize, and reciprocated by doing a tap dance for the crowd.

Floor Fight

This is a photo of star trails

paths... followed by stars when the earth moves

Paths... followed by stars when the earth turns are traced in this unusual photo taken by Blackmer Humphrey on the Williams College campus. By pointing his camera upwards and northwards, and leaving its shutter open for a considerable period of time, he obtained this record of what, to the earthly observer, seems to be star motion. Patience and intelligence are necessary to take this type of photo, says Photographer Humphrey, for there are many complications that arise to plague the amateur in this type of work, one of which is the formation of dew on the camera's lens.
Smiles

Foresters Introduce
New College Sports

Traditional forms of college competition are in
vogue when the University of Minnesota's students
are out for their annual field day. Here is an
outstanding Colostate athletic team putting on a
show at the university's track meet.

REG CARRINGTON ASKS COMMANDER ELLSBERG:

"Can you tell a Real Difference
between Camels and other cigarettes?"

"Yes—absolutely!" says Commander
Edward Ellsberg. And millions of other
steady smokers agree that there is a
distinct difference in Camels. That's
why Camels are the largest-selling
cigarette in the world.

"I found that smoking a Camel when I
feel tired after an hour under
water— or any tour of duty—
gives me a quick 'lift' in energy."

IN ACTION!

Commander Ellsberg shares danger with his
men. He says: "The last thing a
diver does before going down
— and the first thing after com-
ing up— is to smoke a Camel."
They have a good reason for being sleepy. Said Dr. Hodgson and Robert Schnautz almost fell asleep while they were having their picture taken at the conclusion of University of Georgia psychology tests during which they went for 100 hours without sleep. The tests proved that slumber is essential to quick mentality, sharpness of vision, good humor and clarity of hearing, and that it is not essential for a good appetite.

Treat

Members of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority at the University of Pennsylvania all gathered around when this box of good things to eat was retrieved by one of the seniors.

Drowsy

Sisters Hodgson and Robert Schnautz almost fell asleep while they were having their picture taken at the conclusion of University of Georgia psychology tests during which they went for 100 hours without sleep. The tests proved that slumber is essential to quick mentality, sharpness of vision, good humor and clarity of hearing, and that it is not essential for a good appetite.

Miss

An unusual action photo of DePaul and Long Island University baskers as they scrambled for the ball after one of them fumbled.

Big Push

Dr. Thomas C. Poulter (right), Armour Institute of Technology scientist, and Robert Williams are shown at work on their new press which gives pressures up to 1,500,000 per square inch.

Riders

Elena, Joan Tutt, Garey Gettress and Zella Mae Davidson, Kent State University students, thoroughly enjoyed the strenuous ride they took in an outfit borrowed from a friendly farmer.

Champ

He of a new world's record! Frank J. Rees, Columbia University tennis student, is about to smash the 5-foot 7 3/4-inch shuttlecock for a new world's record.

Navy

A miniature 17th-century navy is represented in the collection of 200 models of English warships recently bequeathed to the U. S. Naval Academy by Col. H. H. Rogers. The collection is valued at $10,000.

Old models for modern sea study
Winter Study

For Spring Sowing

To give young men of the farms a broad educational contact which will train them to be better farmers and better citizens is the purpose of the "Farm Folk School" operated during the snow season by the University of Wisconsin college of agriculture.

The school's term runs each year from the middle of November to the middle of March, days during which active farm work is curtailed by the cold and the snow. The full course requires two terms, but many go back for the third and fourth. Average age of the 300 students is 22 years. The entire four months' course, including food, shelter and tuition, costs but $97.50—and this includes medical care.

There are no entrance requirements or examinations. The course of study is built around the social and cultural needs, as well as the vocational interests, of America's future farm leaders. The latter course gives them an acquaintance with economics, history, sociology and political science. The former course covers all phases of farming.

Plans are now being made to extend this type of training to the farm girls of the state, so that they, too, can use their winter months' leisure to train themselves for more efficient and intelligent summer months' activity.
At least one theory that was followed when University of Nebraska journalism professors set up the battery of telephones to tape newspaper copy was the problem of recording stories dictated to them over the telephone. At the right we see Louis Diament and Marion Mills in nightmarish moods as they try to locate an incoming call on one of the telephones.

He's making for world honors...

He's making for world honors...
Bow of ASCW peddy for four
Mary Lucille Ward, Mississippi State College for Women senior, was recently voted "most beautiful" of all the members of the student body.

They're learning all about good behavior
Pointers on what and what not to do were given this special social behavior class at Hunter College by Mrs. Catherine Meyns (seated).

Marine to President

Mt. Holyoke's first male president
To the lone society of two men who are presidents of eastern women's colleges, has now been added Dr. Roswell Gray Ham. An ex-captain in the U.S. Marines, he has been selected to head Mt. Holyoke College, the first male president in its 101 years. It began as a female seminary in 1836, today is pioneer among schools to offer higher education to women.

It took almost a regiment of Marines to overcome the opposition to Dr. Ham's appointment. He personally was under no harsh scrutiny. He had taught in Woman's College of Albertus Magnus and had faced co-eds at the Universities of California and Washington. It was just that under woman's hands, notably those of retiring 74-year-old President Mary Emma Wooley, Mt. Holyoke had grown to an eight-and-a-half million endowment. During her 37-year administration, enrollment has doubled, the faculty quadrupled.

Dr. Ham is 45, six-foot-three, a native of California. For 16 years he taught at Yale, a good part of that time as professor of English. He is much younger than Smith's William Allan Neilson and Vassar's Henry Noble McCracken, who have learned to delight their girls with dawning.

Camels

I hope the boys know that a girl always appreciates a gift of Camel Cigarettes
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It took almost a regiment of Marines to overcome the opposition to Dr. Ham's appointment. He personally was under no harsh scrutiny. He had taught in Woman's College of Albertus Magnus and had faced co-eds at the Universities of California and Washington. It was just that under woman's hands, notably those of retiring 74-year-old President Mary Emma Wooley, Mt. Holyoke had grown to an eight-and-a-half million endowment. During her 37-year administration, enrollment has doubled, the faculty quadrupled.

Dr. Ham is 45, six-foot-three, a native of California. For 16 years he taught at Yale, a good part of that time as professor of English. He is much younger than Smith's William Allan Neilson and Vassar's Henry Noble McCracken, who have learned to delight their girls with dawning.
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He heads America's young farmers

President J. Lester Poucher, 18-year-old University of Florida sophomore, is the newly elected head of the Future Farmers of America.

New System...of music instruction for all teachers has been inaugurated at Temple University. They are taught to compose music for being made familiar with the rules.

She's teaching the "Barrymore style" of dramatics

Artist-Teacher Bringing with her the teaching of Ethel Barrymore, her famous mother, Ethel Barrymore Colt instructs the drama students of Beaver College in the art of modern dramatic. She's shown giving pointers to Barbara Lewis and Maude Manogue.

Big Time...newspaper methods were taught to members of the University of Texas Daily Texan staff when alumnus Stanley Walker, ace city editor, returned to his alma mater to lecture.

She's teaching the "Barrymore style" of dramatics

Artist-Teacher Bringing with her the teaching of Ethel Barrymore, her famous mother, Ethel Barrymore Colt instructs the drama students of Beaver College in the art of modern dramatic. She's shown giving pointers to Barbara Lewis and Maude Manogue.

All play and no work...being ineligible, so Sid Lackman (right), Columbia University gridiron star, resorts to recreation during a class study period.

The quarterback helps out underclassmen

Nile Kinnick, University of Iowa quarterback, walks his way through college by being a pitcher in a university dormitory. He's shown helping two befuddled underclassmen.

Golden spectors down for his studies

William C. Hardman (left), Dartmouth's sensational back, gives a few classroom pointers to a teammate, Tackle George Summers.

Tony Blanton (left), Chicago Cardinal tackle, and Edgar Muskie, Chicago Bear end, are classmates in the law school of Loyola University, where both are taking postgraduate work.

Touch! Charles Cot delivers a sneaking clip to the head of Theodore Grosscup II, who ducks to win an elegantly performed "touch" on his opponent in this University of Washington fencing class match.

These classmates are feet on the golden

Charles Cot delivers a sneaking clip to the head of Theodore Grosscup II, who ducks to win an elegantly performed "touch" on his opponent in this University of Washington fencing class match.
Every day is derby day for Butler seniors

Iron Hats... of the variety so proudly being displayed here are worn by all Butler University seniors. Well-enforced rules prohibit other than seniors to wear derbies on the campus. Shown here are William Olsen, Roger Hooker, Robert Sorenson and James Stalkers.

Aides for Nation's Disease Fighters

An increasingly important branch of medical training is that given in medical technology courses to prepare laboratory workers to assist medical scientists in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. One of the largest departments of that kind is that at the University of Minnesota, where future technologists must complete a four-year course for a degree. The first three years of this course are spent in the arts college and the medical school, the final year in acquiring practical experience in hospital laboratories, scenes from which are shown here.

Orchids

Betty Dillie, Mundelein College freshman, says "orchids to botany field trips" after visiting a greenhouse recently to examine specimens of rare blooms.

Getting Mail

... is a popular meeting between classmate activity at the College of William and Mary, and to pass the time in between, either. The white-faced portrait of Ronald Williamsburg in the background.

Queens and Gods... adorn the walls above the study desks in universities in India. Pictures of Gandhi, Sylvia Sahney, an English beauty queen and the god Krishna reflect here the clash of old mystic traditions and modern English influences in the minds of these young people.

Dog Collars... are the latest additions to Betty God's ensemble. Members of this University of Missouri tribe are wearing the dog collar belts that are so popular on the Missouri campus these days.

Microscopic examinations... require careful and skilled preparation. Here Nell Horne and Louise Night prepare a piece of tissue for mounting on a microscope slide.

X-ray machine operation... an important part of the course. Here a student is demonstrating the correct method of entering an x-ray tube above the part of the body to be photographed.

Blood donors... must be tuned so that their blood properties can be determined.

Tests... of many kinds are made by the medical technologists, and here Veda Hesel is learning the correct procedure to be followed in making test tube experiments.
First jazz lecture course

Music appreciation is being taught at New York University by the popular dance band leader, Vincent Lopez. He's shown giving the first lecture of the course.

Chorus - "Ladies" of the ensemble

"Ladies" of the ensemble show off current Mask & Wig Club production at the University of Pennsylvania as they went through their routine during the first dress rehearsal.

Mechanical Nose

If your perfume is too potent, or too weak, this laboratory device will tell you in exact numbers just what its strength is. It's called the osmoscope, and it's being demonstrated by Martha Hunkapiller, junior in the University of Oklahoma school of pharmacy.

Thud... and another season is under way with a crack that rings a touchdown run. Golden Gopher Larry Riddles demonstrates the All-American fighting spirit in bringing down a determined Missouri opponent in a bruising tackle.
The ordnance department of the Army has established a complete precision gage laboratory in the New York University college of engineering. It contains instruments that measure up to 3/1,000,000 of an inch.

Most Important is Oklahoma A & M College's one-acre tract planted and cared for by Agronomist H. J. Harper. It has been planted in wheat for 44 years in ten divisions of plant tests, and records obtained are said to be invaluable.

Invented by Columbia University's B. D. Wood (right), the first continuous use of the mechanical grading machine is being made this fall by University of Georgia placement testers.

So Harry March lengthened the football week-end. There was a time when the football week-end tapered with tomato juice, Sunday morning quarterbacks and the M-111 pages. Now professional football prolongs the week-end to Sunday afternoon. For this, Dr. Harry W. March of New York is responsible. He persuaded Timothy J. Mara to finance the first big-league professional football team—the Giants of New York. That was in 1921.

Harry March once liked football so much that he sampled under assumed names at four schools, Ohio State, Oberlin, Kenyon College, and Mount Union College. He gave his real name at Columbia (now George Washington University) and took an M.D. in 1901. Unlike many tramp football stars, March had a sharp and restless mind. He established a go...
New women's sport

Grace

of motion is represented in this striking photo of two Michigan State Normal College co-eds practicing shot putting.

Brainy

- Mary Ellen W., a senior in the school, is shown at the pinball machine in University of Michigan women's section.

Science Checks Toothaches

First, saliva and bacteria samples are secured. Here Dr. R. E. Blackwell, assisted by Nurse Charlotte Epple, is taking specimens from the mouth of Patient Milton Nathan.

Decay, the cause of most dental agony, has been eliminated with the perfection of a new test-and-diagnosis procedure by Northwestern University scientists working under Dental Dean A. D. Black. Follow the Colleague Picture Story to learn the steps of the new pain-eliminating process.

Relics

For the college of 1913 A.D.

Oglethorpe University students 6,000 years from now will thrill to the relics of 1937 when they examine material Oglethorpe's Pres. Thronwell Jacobs will soon place in a vault beneath Lupton Hall.

Gadgets

Books can be returned after hours.

When Temple University students wish to return books after their library is closed they merely send them down a chute provided for the purpose by Librarian J. W. Damore.

They're objects in a size to ensure the price.

When the university council of the University of Sydney, Australia, increased the price of steak pies, the students refused to buy them. Hundreds signed a petition protesting the increase, as university officials have a pie surplus problem on their hands.

Strike

Miniatures

She's modeling Alfred's campus.

State Kind, Alford University sophomore, is shown working on the models of campus buildings that will be assembled into a complete miniature campus.

Iowa's new grid manager, Joe McTighe, inserted his backfield men in a plan that he hopes will balance Hawkeye opponents.
America's largest social fraternity is Sigma Alpha Epsilon (109 chapters, 32,500 living members). One of America's most prestigious national fraternity organizations is Sigma Alpha Epsilon's officers and Eminent Supreme Recorder Lauren Foreman. Distinguished by its seriousness of purpose, a prominent place on its program is given to a Leadership School for the training of undergraduate fraternity leaders. Most sessions are in general sessions, where discussions of ritual, scholarship, fraternity history and purposes do not let undergraduate delegates forget the great social aims and accomplishments of college fraternalism. Not unlike other fraternities is SAE in its convention program. Here COLLEGIATE DIGEST presents typical scenes from a typical college fraternity convention taken at the SAE meeting in Evanston, Ill.

- Training school hears a lecture on fraternity
- Delegates from 46 states registered here.
- Elections, and the old president congratulates the new.
- Honoring a famed SAE at graveside ceremony.
- Delegates from 46 states registered here.
- Lunch boxes are also idea exchanges.
- The old guard talks over old times.
- Curing the disease "Lions of Minerva."
- Old and youngest in attendance.
- Ballroom provides for exchange of ideas.
- This memorial service honored fraternity's dead.
- Young and old enjoy the moving picture show.
- Sun is New Movie Star
- Sun Is New Movie Star
- "I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings"
- The old guard talks over old times.
- The memorial service honored fraternity's dead.

Fraternity Facts

The division of the 1,073 college fraternities and sororities in the United States is as follows: miscellaneous fraternities, 156; local fraternities, 390; local sororities, 200; class societies, 67; inactive fraternities, 60; junior college fraternities, 1; junior college sororities, 5; national social fraternities, 76; national social sororities, 29; professional fraternities, 80; honor societies, 69. Excluding local fraternities and sororities, class societies and inactive fraternities, there are 10,126 fraternity chapters in the U. S. There are approximately 2,729 chapter houses owned by fraternities and sororities.
Research

Dr. Calvin B. Bridges, famed California Institute of Technology biologist, studies fruit flies to determine how they—and hence humans—inherit their characteristics. "In their offspring, heredity and development of flies follow the same rules as in the children of the Smith and the Browns," he says.

Prescribes afternoon tea for fatigue

Dr. Donald Laird, Colgate University psychologist, says that because most desk workers drink orange juice in the morning, eat pickles at noon, they suffer a mid-afternoon letdown. He urges tea and wafers for a pickup.

Books and football go together

Gates for Holy Cross College gridsters, for Coach Eddie Anderson knows that all play and no study brings an early end to a footballer's gridiron career.

First university course in air conditioning

In higher education's first air conditioning laboratory, the University of Illinois has established the first complete course of study of "man-made air."Shown here is part of the apparatus by which students learn by the scientific observation and analysis of an actual plant in operation.

Learning old-world tongue with modern machines

Oberlin College students learn Spanish by speaking into dictating machines and later correcting their faults after an instructor has criticized their recordings.

Pioneer in higher education's first air conditioning laboratory, the University of Illinois has established the first complete course of study of "man-made air." Shown here is part of the apparatus by which students learn by the scientific observation and analysis of an actual plant in operation.

Practice

Aims Learning old-world tongue with modern machines

First university course in air conditioning

In higher education's first air conditioning laboratory, the University of Illinois has established the first complete course of study of "man-made air." Shown here is part of the apparatus by which students learn by the scientific observation and analysis of an actual plant in operation.

Practice

Oberlin College students learn Spanish by speaking into dictating machines and later correcting their faults after an instructor has criticized their recordings.

Closing Day... is an annual affair at the University of California, and it isn't the last day of school, either. To prevent any group from planning to open highways through its campus from one part of Berkeley to another, every entrance into the campus is closed by gates for 24 hours.

Major Interest... of most college addresses— and all sports followers, too—in the opening of the football season, and all are "pointing" for the thrilling games as are those up-in-the-air Villanova and others.

Learning old-world tongue with modern machines

Books and football go together

Gates for Holy Cross College gridsters, for Coach Eddie Anderson knows that all play and no study brings an early end to a footballer's gridiron career.

Scholar

Garth Clouse, Boston University, and all sports followers, too—in the opening of the football season, and all are "pointing" for the thrilling games as are those up-in-the-air Villanova and others.

Centennial

High-wheelers are making a comeback at Oberlin College this week for the great celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the enrollment of the first women in a U.S. institution of higher learning. Bob Porter and Betsy Mook are two of the enthusiastic high-wheel riders. Additional details on page 5.
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A GREAT SHOW IN A SINGLE HOUR

Good Friend Alben

Northwestern opens five $40,000 houses

Dedication

Hamplc-Sydney

College's Freeman

Hart, vice-president of Pi Kappa Alpha fra­
ternity, dedicated the new Pi K. A. chapter
house at Northwestern University. Other
fraternities in the building unit are Acacia,
Theta Xi, Phi Mu Delta and Phi Epsilon Pi.

King of the white waters

"Schoolboy Joe" Conner,

University of Minnesota
undergraduate, is shown winning the world
championship birling (log-rolling) contest
that made him undisputed ruler of the coa­
limg trees.

The Swing School

SENSATIONAL 1937 "SWING"—

BENNY GOODMAN

AND HIS SWING BAND

with the famous

Goodman Trio and

Quartette

going to town!

Carrying on the summer course in
"Swingology" as taught by that imm­
table master, Benny Goodman. Try
to keep your feet still when the Good­
man quartette goes "in the groove.

First ... university in the world
operated solely for the purpose
of educating students in physical culture
has been established in Wronya, Poland.
Here is a class in action.

Marksman

Albert W.

Spiller, 21-year-

old University of Florida junior, is the
1937 national individual champion marks­
man among senior R. O. T. C. units. He
shot a score of 117 out of 200.

New Double Feature

CAMEL CARAVAN

"Jack Oakie College"

PAINLESS EDUCATION WITH

"PREZ" JACK OAKIE AT THE HELM

Assisted every week by an all­

star Hollywood cast including:

"STU" ERWIN • RAYMOND

HATTON • WILLIAM AUBERT

Hear that educator of

educators — "Honest

Jack!" Oakie gives the

highlights of college life.

Every Tuesday

Night

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

CAMEL

- at 9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm

P.S.T. over WABC and Coast-to-Coast Columbia Network.

A MATCHLESS BLEND

of finer, More Expensive Tobaccos,

Turkish and Domestic

Above is shown part of the ideal college
colleague's wardrobe as selected by vote of
students in 157 colleges and universities. @ "Campus Life"

Ideal

Northwestern student

"I'm going to college to learn how to

get along with women."

Northwestern student

"I'm going to college to learn

how to make 

the world a better place to

live for my children."
Topping the scrimmage line for a small gain

Topping the scrimmage line for a small gain

A cherry "Good Morning" greets the photographer who was on hand to snap Alabama's No. 1 registration when the arrived with her bag breakfast.

An early morning nap effects Miss Swaim up for the strenuous morning work to come.

First came a conference with her advisor.

A Phillips Baskett, journalism department head, confided to Miss Swaim that she must get the courses required in one year.

High Flyer C. J. Remmes, stellar Notre Dame man, crosses the field to be stopped by U. S. Whitehead, Jr., as Coach Haskell.

Help for a weary freshman was given

Miss Swaim received her first registration forms at 6:30 a.m.
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Co-Education's 100th Birthday

For 200 years following the founding of the first U. S. university (Harvard, 1636) the education of young women was left to the "female" institutions whose courses were comparable to those offered by academies and secondary schools today. Higher education was not for women. Neither was co-education, until Oberlin College, on Sept. 6, 1837, admitted four women to a regular college course.

America's first co-educational college
Caroline Mary Rudd may properly be known as the first co-ed, for her picture is the only one extant of the four young ladies in the first regular college course for women.

First woman M.A.
Emily Frances Fairchild Fairfield, acknowledged to be the first woman to receive an M.A. degree in any U. S. college.

History of co-education
Mud covered the floor, moral lectures filled the air, when co-educational Oberlinites gathered for their segregated assemblies in the early days of higher education for women.

Today Oberlinites listen and learn in comfort.
A far cry from the mud and discomfort of the first meeting house is the modern Finney chapel, where students must attend assembly at noon.

Mud covered the floor, moral lectures filled the air when co-educational Oberlinites gathered for their segregated assemblies in the early days of higher education for women.

First photo of first co-educational campus
This descriptive picture of the historic Oberlin campus dates back to 1860. In the foreground is the old Chapel, central meeting place for all students, and in the background is Tappan Hall.

Today Oberlinites listen and learn in comfort.
A far cry from the mud and discomfort of the first meeting house is the modern Finney chapel, where students must attend assembly at noon.

Expense Account
Joe Lapakala of Dunsmuir University, clad in his new football uniform, demonstrates what it costs to outfit someone who desires to be a well-dressed football player.

World's first authority on barnacles
Western Reserve University's Biologist J. Paul Visscher gives most of his time to the study of the hundreds of different kinds of cirripedia (barnacles, to you) that cost shipkeepers a pretty sum every year.

Filter
With this new air filter developed by Dr. William H. Welker, University of Illinois scientist, air free from irritating substances is drawn into the room from the outside. The filter attaches to an open window.

Largest mounted canvas in U. S.
This painting, "The Interior of St. Peter's," which hangs in the 103-year-old University of Georgia chapel, is probably the largest mounted canvas in the country.
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Sheaffer's — World's lowest cost pen
CARVE A CAREER
with SHEAFFER'S
YOU THINK, and IT WRITES! Before you touch point to paper, the Dry-Proof Cap keeps the tip moist, ready-to-go. When it touches paper, the platinum-channeled Feathertouch® point flows freely, instantly. While you write, Streamlined Balance® design prevents hand fatigue, offsets brain inaccuracy. As you're writing, the visibility feature warns when to refill. And when you refill, ONE forceful stroke empties, cleans, fills, keeps the pen fit... As the years of usefulness add up, you realize the economy of a Sheaffer pen. Through school, through business, through life—Carve a Career with Sheaffer's!

ONLY SHEAFFER HAS ALL SEVEN
OF TODAY'S MOST DESIRED PEN FEATURES

W. A. SHEAFFER PEN CO., FORT MADISON, IOWA
PENS, ALL COLORS, $2.75 TO $20
PENCILS, $1 TO $5

Giant "dummy" advertises subscription campaign
Ballyhoo Members of the staff of the Santa Monica Junior College paper held open house by erecting a giant dummy. — L.A. Times

He does thriving business at initiation time
Paddles Carpenter David C. Kauffman, chief paddlemaker for University of Pennsylvania fraternities, is shown at work on a few of the many models that he has designed. — Wide-World